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• Founded on April 4, 1853

• Mission: Explore, Explain 
and Sustain Life

• The Research Divisions 
has over 100 research 
scientists

• Contains nearly 46 million 
scientific specimens from 
around the world
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About the Cal Academy
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Library Holdings
• 81,039 items
• Dates covered: 1500-2016
• Types of materials: books, 

magazines/journals, maps and 
AV media

Archive Holdings
• 930 collections (2,459 cubic feet)
• Dates covered: 1700-2018
• Types of materials: films, fine art, 

historical documents, correspondence, 
photographs, slides, negatives and 
digital materials

Library and Archive Collections



• 1863 – Josiah Whitney (CAS 
President) advocates Yosemite 
conservation

• Publishes The Yosemite Book 
in 1869

• 1920-1921 – Academy is involved 
in restocking the Valley with 
California Valley Elk

• Collecting site for all scientific 
collections
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Cal Academy & Yosemite
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Field Notes

• Definition: an item in a 
systematic record of the 
measurements made by a 
surveyor or the observations of 
a researcher in the field

• Can include: dates, locations, 
collecting information, 
identification information, data 
about species being observed.
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• Correlate with the specimen collections.

• Stored in the departments they originated 
from, not in Archive.

• The few field books are stored in the 
Archive have historical significance.

Active Records
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Example
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• Mostly hand written

• Not standardized: range in size, types of information collected
• Variety of sources of field notes: external researchers and staff

Field Notes of the Past
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• Mostly handwritten
• No standard
• More data driven
• Moving towards digital only

Field Notes Today
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Example
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• Transition to digital records

• Specialized apps: Wildnote

Field Notes of the Future
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• Starting a small project with volunteers and interns
• Coordinating with research departments
• Goal: Increase access to researchers

Digitizing Field Notes
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• Cross reference field notes

• Get more things online
• Standardize physical storage 

• DAM

Future Aspirations



Thank you

•Marketing



Linking the University and 
Jepson Herbaria field books 

and botanical collections

Amy Kasameyer, Archivist, University and Jepson Herbaria



o What is a herbarium?
o Not an herb shop!
o Not a botanic garden!
o Not a marijuana 

dispensary!!!

ü A herbarium is a 
collection of preserved 
plants stored, 
catalogued, and 
arranged systematically 
for study



The University and Jepson Herbaria

University Herbarium:
• Established in 1895
• ~2,100,000 botanical specimens from all over 

the world

Jepson Herbarium:
• Established in 1950
• ~100,000 botanical specimens from 

the state of California

2 Herbaria housed together:





Why keep herbarium specimens?

•Reference collection for plant 
identification

•Tangible record of biodiversity 
from a particular time and place

•Specimens preserved for 
centuries

•Vouchered observations

•DNA can be extracted from 
specimens for genetic studies



How did we get all of these herbarium 
specimens?





Observations made in Field Book

Collection Number

Each collector assigns 
unique collection numbers 
in a chronological fashion.

Collection numbers are 
never reused!



2. Plant goes in folded sheet of newspaper

4. Newspaper folder goes in a plant press

3. Collection Number Written on 
Newspaper

1. Plant is collected







2-D Plant 
Specimen

Accession
barcode

Label

Annotation Label





Field Books at the University and Jepson Herbaria

•Firsthand observations documenting 
botanical collecting activity
•Field books of over 60 botanists
•Spanning  1859-2012
•Provide context for botanical 
specimens



Label for Jepson’s 
Collection No. 6456

Field Book Page for 
Jepson’s Collection No. 

6456



What data goes 
in a field book?

Always 
included:
• Location
• Date
• Collection 

Number

Usually 
included:
• Identification
• Plant 

Description
• Habitat 

Description
• Site 

Jepson Field Book Volume 23, 1911, pages 8-9. 



Helen Sharsmith Field Book Volume 1 pages 16-17, 1933



Jepson Field Book v. 22 p. 122-123. 1911 study of the Mariposa Grove.



Willis Linn Jepson, 
Mt. Dana, 1909

Willis Linn Jepson Field Books

• ”Father of California Botany”

• Dedicated his life to the study of 
the California Flora

• Kept extensive field books 
documenting his more than 
20,000 collections throughout 
California

• 63 volumes of field books dating 
from 1883-1945



Jepson Field Book Volume 20, 1909, page 48-49. Conversation with John Muir



Jepson Field Book Volume 20, 1909, page 128-129. Description of Hetchy Hetchy Valley before it was 
flooded in 1923.





Hall Field Book volume 2 pages 86-87, 1902 trip to Yosemite. Section showing detailed itinerary



Hall Field Book volume 2 pages 90-91, 1902 trip to Yosemite. Section showing detailed site 
description and list of plants growing in each area



Hall Field Book volume 2 page 121, 1902 – section with catalog of plant collections



Mt. Conness



Helen Sharsmith Field Books





Helen at Benson Lake
August 11, 1936

Benson Lake, 
August 11, 1936

Helen Sharsmith
Field Book volume 5, 
pages 33-34, 1936



What are herbaria

Integrating field books and botanical collections



Jepson Field 
Books

•63 volumes of field notes (1883-1945)
•Scanned and made available online in 
2007











To increase access, transcriptions are bulk uploaded into Archon, our archives database





Image File Name Collection Number Range
Jepsv2p3.jpg 1771-1774

Jepsv2p5.jpg 1775-1782

Jepsv2p7.jpg 1783-1795

Jepsv2p9.jpg 1796-1802

Associating the collection numbers with each page 
image enabled links to be generating automatically 
between the field book viewer and our collections 

database

Linking the Jepson Field Books with our Collections 
Database

Collections:
Jepson 1771
Jepson 1772
Jepson 1773
Jepson 1774

> Jepsv2p3.jpg





Numbered Links in Field Book Viewer take you directly to the 
corresponding collection record in our specimen database



Current Specimen Record display in CollectionSpace



Outside URLs don’t currently display in our system!!!



If you have field books in 
your collection, they may 
be the missing piece of a 

natural history puzzle!





We can make inferences about a 
collection locality based on 

information in our archives, but the 
Field Book is the definitive source  

of the actual location

Lemmon party in Tuolumne Grove, 1878

Questions?

Amy Kasameyer
akasameyer@berkeley.edu



Christina Velazquez Fidler
Society of California Archivists  
April 13, 2018

UC Berkeley: Shaping our National Parks and 
Preserving a Century of  Environmental Data



UC-Berkeley and our National Parks
.............................................
a timeline of collaboration

1868

1903

1924 1962

2003



Joseph Grinnell  1877 - 1939
MVZ Director 1908 - 1939

• One of great naturalists / ecologists of 
early 20th century

• Founding director of MVZ at UC-
Berkeley

• Trained generations of scholars
• Detailed field studies of species 

distributions
* ecological niche
* competitive exclusion

• Emphasized recording observations in 
archived field notes, taking photographs, 
and preserving specimens

• Promoted a conservation ethic based on 
the maintenance of natural processes



Franklin K. Lane
[1864-1921]
• UCB 1884-

1886
• Secretary of 

the Interior at 
time of 
creation of 
NPS

Stephen Mather
[1867-1930]
• UCB class of 1887
• 1st NPS director, 

1917-1929
• promoter, 

developer, and 
builder of the parks 
[C-P-R]

Horace M. Albright
[class of 1912
• succeeded Mather 

as 2nd NPS 
director, 1929

• emphasis on 
wilderness values 
of parks1890-
1987]

• UCB 

George M. Wright
[1904-1936]
• UCB class of 1925
• assistant park 

naturalist, Yosemite 
1927

• promoted science-
based wildlife 
management in the 
parks



George M. Wright
Chief, Wildlife Division,

National Park Service
1929-1936

Recognized inherent conflict between human 
use, commercial or recreational, with 
maintenance of pristine wilderness

“Joint occupation of national parks by animal and 
human populations is prescribed by the organic 
laws which define national parks.  Maintenance 
of wildlife in the primitive state is also inherent 
in the national-park concept.  The conclusion is 
undeniable that failure to maintain the natural 
status of national parks fauna in spite of the 
presence of large numbers of visitors would also 
be failure of the whole national parks idea.”

[G.M. Wright, 1935, “Men and mammals in 
joint occupation of national parks.” Fauna Series 

2]



Joseph Grinnell:  the “father” of the science based education and 
management programs eventually developed by the 

National Park System

• advocated for the Parks as wildlife preserves – directly 
influencing policies subsequently established by Horace 
Albright and George Wright for the NPS

• advocated for the Parks as a venue to teach the public 
about the natural environment

• advocated for “wilderness,” where natural biological 
processes should be allowed to operate unimpeded (he 
was a strong, vocal opponent of federal policies on 
predator control, fire suppression, mining, grazing, 
timber harvest, and other commercial ventures within the 
parks and in adjoining National Forest lands)



Joseph Grinnell, Tracy I. Storer, Walter P. 
Taylor, Joseph S. Dixon, Charles L. Camp

957 “man-days” in the field
~3,000 pages of field notes
4354 specimens obtained

~700 photographs

41 sites, elevational range 150 – 11,800 ft 

Yosemite transect

1914-1915
-------------





Archival Workflows



Specimen Like



Knowing our Users



Internet Archive/BHL



Grinnell Resurvey Project

October 1930

September 2006



Petaluma River Watershed: A Slough of
Change

How historical ecology can help inform future conservation workTUESDAY, APRIL 17, 2018
6:00 – 8:00 pm
Petaluma Community Center at Lucchesi Park, 320 North McDowell Blvd,
Petaluma
Please RSVP: REGISTER HERE

Come learn about an exciting report recently completed by the San Francisco Estuary

Institute (SFEI) and Sonoma RCD on the historical ecology of the Petaluma River

watershed. SFEI will highlight interesting details about the history of this unique

watershed and share insights about how historical data can be used to improve future

management and conservation decisions. Anyone interested in learning more about the

past, present, and future of the Petaluma River is encouraged to attend.

To read the full report please visit: http://sonomarcd.org/resources/

QUESTIONS? Please contact Anya Starovoytov, Sonoma RCD project manager at (707)

569-1448 or email astarovoytov@sonomarcd.org

This project has been funded wholly or in part by the United States Environmental Protection Agency under assistance 
agreement 99T34001 to Sonoma RCD. The contents of this document do not necessarily reflect the views and policies 
of the Environmental Protection Agency, nor does the EPA endorse trade names or recommend the use of commercial 
products mentioned in this document.

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/petaluma-river-watershed-a-slough-of-change-tickets-44770221939?utm_source=eb_email&amp;utm_medium=email&amp;utm_campaign=new_event_email&amp;utm_term=viewmyevent_button
http://www.sfei.org/sites/default/files/biblio_files/Petaluma%20Historical%20Ecology%20high%20res.pdf
mailto:astarovoytov@sonomarcd.org
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